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HUMAN-ROBOT COOPERATION

The vision of humans and machines collaborating together in 

shared workspaces will become reality in the near future. Wher-

ever protective barriers now separate humans and robots new 

technologies will be monitoring workspaces and ensuring hu-

mans’ safety in the future.

Safety and More

Moving toward flexible and dynamic work environments in 

which humans and robots collaborate, the Fraunhofer IFF has 

developed a novel technology based on projector and camera 

systems, which not only ensures safety but also provides addi-

tional such functions as interactive capabilities, 3D environment 

scanning and worker assistance. Self-diagnostics, reduced influ-

ence of ambient light on detection performance and determin-

istic analysis algorithms predestine this system for use in scenari-

os of human-robot collaboration. The visibility of the projected 

safety zones not only increases transparency for users but also 

the entire system’s availability.

Speed and Separation Monitoring

This technology patented by the Fraunhofer IFF is based on the 

projection of safety zones of any shape directly onto the envi-

ronment and the use of surrounding cameras to monitor them 

for any disruption of the light beams projected. Factoring in the 

current positions and speeds of a robot’s joints, minimum safety 

zones can be generated around a robot dynamically with the 

formula for determining the protective separation distance from 

the standard ISO/TS 15066, thus maximizing humans’ work-

space at any given moment. This technology thus falls under 

the category of a “Speed and separation monitoring” safety 

concept in standard ISO/TS 15066.
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INTERACTION, WORKER ASSIS-
TANCE AND 3D ENVIRONMENT 
SCANNING

In addition to safety, this technology provides other functions that 

assist humans with their work, enable human-robot interaction, 

and deliver data relevant to a process. 

Virtual Buttons

The system includes an option to use interactive buttons to com-

municate with the system, the robot or the equipment. It is used to 

select different processes, to control operations, and to start or end 

robot programs. What is more, detected violations of safety zones 

can also be acknowledged by activating a virtual interactive surface 

for two hands before equipment is restarted.

Worker Assistance

The visualization of data relevant to a process, the robot and safety 

is another significant aspect in the domain of human-robot cooper-

ation. The current condition of the equipment, the robot and the 

process can be transmitted to the worker continuously and, when 

necessary, responded to promptly. Moreover, pertinent overlays 

such as textual operating procedures, diagrams or pictograms can 

assist workers with their jobs. 

 

3D Environment Scanning

The projector and camera systems scan the workspace 2 ½-dimen-

sionally, thus making it possible to use the system additionally to 

detect objects or to plan motion that avoids collisions.
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TECHNOLOGy

The projector and camera technology for safe workplace moni-

toring and intuitive human-robot interaction uses the latest in 

projector and camera equipment to monitor danger and/or 

safety zones directly around a hazardous machine or robot and 

to detect the entry of individuals in safety zones reliably. Safety 

zones can be defined manually or as a function of the process 

or dynamically adapted to a robot’s movements. Any shapes 

such as points, lines or planes can be combined to monitor 

complex areas flexibly. 

Patented Principle of Operation

The surrounding cameras reliably detect violations of safety 

zones that break the projected light beams. The hardware de-

tects objects with diameters of 10 mm robustly. The remarkable 

principle of operation does not require any mathematically com-

plex algorithms or 3-dimensional representations of the environ-

ment. This system patented by the Fraunhofer IFF is based on 

the generation of a virtual expected outcome for every camera. 

As long as projected safety zones coincide with the virtual ex-

pected outcomes, safeguarded space has not been violated. 

This principle of operation also facilitates reliable detection of 

malfunctions and uncalibrated cameras or projectors. 

Intrinsic Safety and Ambient Light Suppression

Along with its self-diagnostics, the system’s integrated light  

system minimizes the influence of ambient light to establish the 

safety zones. This makes it more robust toward variable ambient 

conditions, thus maximizing the entire system’s availability.

1  Interaction areas and worker assistance.

2 Dynamically-generated safety zone has been entered.

3 Interaction via virtual buttons.

4 Projection-based sensor system.


